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By: Igor Grigorov VA3ZNW
Shortened HF Helical antennas have been used by radio
amateurs in activity on the Air during a long time. For
example, shortened vertical helical antennas have been
used in hand held CB radio stations (it is 11- meter HF
band) from the 50- years of the 20- century. Some
manufacturers produce shortened helical antennas for
military and amateurs for lower HF bands- from 3 to 20MHz. As well shortened helical antennas are widely used in
VHF/UHF radio, as amateurs, as commercial.

Picture 2 Hand – Held VHF Radio United with a
Shortened Helical Antenna

Picture 1 Hand – Held CB Radio Cobra with a Shortened
Helical Antenna
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However, files for radio amateurs contain very limited data
on operation and design of the helical antennas. It is may
be explained (in my opinion) by the fact that the helical
antenna sometimes cannot be repeated by amateur with
predicted result and simulating antenna software that
available for amateur and still have limitations that cannot
allow calculating a shortened helical antenna in right way.
You may still found in the internet some old software for
simulating HF helical antenna that may run on Windows
XP- 32 bit (for example, classical G4FCQ simulating
software, References 1) however the modern Windows
10 kills all of the old simulation software.
This article gives some explanation to the practical design
and to some theory of the HF helical antenna. Hope it
helps radio amateur to do experiment with the antennas.
The article was written by me based on my practical
experience and experiments with helical antennas. Of
course, these experiments still could not provide complete
clarity on all questions of the theory of operation of HF
helical antennas.

Picture 3 Common View a Helical Antenna without
Cover

Picture 4 Screen Shot of the G4FCQ Simulating Software
Moreover, I understand that the methodology of mine
experiments have been criticized, the equipment used in
the experiments were home-made that could be also
based for somebody for criticizing and denied some of
mine conclusions. However in the experimenters I have
got repeatable results when designing shortened HF
helical antennas and found some patterns in the design
and operation of the HF helical antennas. On the base I
provide recommendations on the design and use of the
HF helical antennas in amateur conditions.

I hope that radio amateurs, who will continue do
experiments with HF helical antennas, will be able
to obtain more detailed data on the operation of the
antennas and on the base design HF helical
antennas with predictable parameters. And, of
course, do complete the article.
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What is the Shortened Helical Antenna

The idea of creating a shortened helical antenna is
simple. Figure 1 shows the idea. Supposed we have a
dipole antenna that have first fundamental resonance on
the frequency F. It is a classical dipole antenna with input
impedance 75 Ohm and physical length lambda/2.
Current distribution on the antenna is shown in red line.
Then just take antenna wire and forming it in helix as it
shown in Figure 1.
Let’s build such antenna that has the first fundamental
resonance on the desired frequency F. The current
distribution on the helical antenna is shown in red line. It
is may supposed that the helix antenna will have physical
length much less the initiative antenna has and almost
the same directivity pattern (from the current distribution)
as parent dipole antenna. However, the input impedance
of the antenna would be not the same like in the full
length dipole antenna.
Ratio L1 (length of the resonant lambda/2 dipole antenna)
to length L2 (length of shortened dipole antenna having
the same resonance frequency as the lambda/2 dipole
antenna) is a Shortening Factor of the helical antenna.
Shortening Factor of the helical antenna may apply not
only to dipole antenna it is may apply to any parent
antenna- vertical or frame antenna. As it will be shown
later the helical antenna may have Shortening Factor
equal to 2- 10, so, the physical length of the helical
antenna may be in 2- 10 times less the length of the
usual wire (in our case lambda/2 dipole) antenna.
Below we take a look on historical helical antennas.
Nicola Tesla's Shortened Helical Antenna
The idea of a helical antenna is not a new one it refers to
the very beginning of the development of antenna
technology. The first described helical antenna is antenna
for the so-called “magnifying transmitter” of Nikola Tesla,
which he patented in 1900 (US patent No. 787 412, May,
1900). A description of some Tesla designs, in particular,
the description of US patent No. 787 412, May, 1900, can
be found in the internet, and, particularly in References
2, 3.
View of the shortened vertical helical antenna used for
the “magnifying transmitter” in the laboratory of Nikola
Tesla on Long Island, near New York, USA, is shown on
the Picture 5. Picture 6 shows the inside design of the
helical antenna as it is shown on the patent description.
Tesla believes that the antenna from
“magnifying transmitter” could transfer energy around the
globe.
www.antentop.org

Figure 1 Shortened Dipole Antenna

The antenna is a classical shortened helical antenna.
Upper hat (capacitive top load) of the antenna (or what
Tesla named as Cupola) has 21 meter in the diameter
and now the hat is known as capacitive load. Coil
(helical antenna itself) with hat (capacitive load) was
tuned to frequency (it assuming from some data
providing by Tesla) 150- kHz. Lower part of the coil
(helical antenna) was grounded. There are some
different descriptions of the grounded system- it may
be iron plates buried under the ground or rank of metal
tubes pushed into the earth… but nevertheless it would
be very effective grounding. The antenna fed through
exiting coil placed at the lower end of the spiral of the
helical antenna.
The overall height of the Tesla helical antenna was 57
meter. It is assumed that the resonance frequency of
the helical antenna was 150 kHz. The wavelength in
free space for the frequency of 150 kHz is 2000
meters.
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Therefore, the Shortening Factor of the helical antenna
was 8.33. To calculate the Shortening Factor, we divide
2000/4, that is, we find the length of the quarter-wave
vertical, which is equal to 500 meters, and then divide the
length by 57, that is, by the real height of the helical
antenna.
Nikola Tesla never mentioned the helical antenna as a
“helical antenna”, and he considered this antenna to be
part of his “magnifying transmitter”, designed to transmit
electrical energy over the Earth’s surface, and not to
transmit electromagnetic energy to the Air. We will not
enter into a discussion with Nikola Tesla about the work of
his helical antenna, and move on other designs of
historical helical antennas.
Shortened Helical Antennas of Broadcasting Radio
Stations
Shortened helical antennas were used in the beginning of
the era of the radio broadcasting in the early of the 20th in
the MW and LW broadcasting radio stations. In some old
radio technical reference books (from 40- 50 years of the
20- century), which were in the library of the Kharkov
Institute of Radio Electronics, where I studied, I found
quite detailed drawings of helical antennas of Long-Wave
and Medium-Wave for broadcasting radio stations from
the 20-30s. Unfortunately, at that far time I did not write
down the bibliographic data of these books, but only did
sketches of the helical antenna designs.

Picture 5 1904 Image of Wardenclyffe Tower

Figure 2 shows the design of the typical helical antenna of
the broadcasting LW or MW radio stations of the 30s of
the 20th century. It was almost a classical helical antenna.
Three wooden masts formed a triangular frame on which
the antenna wire was wound. The height of the mast was
approximately 30 meters. At the top of the helix it was
installed a capacitive load. The load had several (3- 10)
umbrella wires placed at small angle- 30- 60 degree to the
helix.
Such helical antennas may be tuned for work in the
broadcasting band from 2000-1000 meter. So Shortening
Factor of the antenna may be 16.6 (for the wavelength of
2000 meter) to 8.33 (for the wavelength of 1000 meter).
However such antennas were rare in use and then wires
antennas replaced the helical. Wires antennas (most of
them designed by Marconi Company) were simple in
design and predictable for simulation.

Picture 6 Tesla's Magnifying "Apparatus for
Transmitting Electrical Energy" (U.S. Patent
1,119,732 ) Covered the Basic Function of the
Device Used at Wardenclyffe.
www.antentop.org
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Figure 2 Design of the Helical Antenna of the Broadcasting Radio Station of the 30s of the 20th Century
Helical Antennas of the CB and VHF radio
Shortened helical antennas born again in CB hand held
radio for 27-MHz band. I cannot found information when
first time the antennas were used in the CB radio. Military
hand held radio (Squad radio, References 5) of the early
time- 40- 60 do not use helical antennas. However, the
shortened helical antennas began widely used in CB and
VHF (144- 430- MHz) hand held radio in the times. Times
are gone but helical antennas still are used in hand held
radio. You may prove it on practice if you open antenna of
the hand held radio. Figure 3 shows view of the typical
hand held radio and design of the helical antenna.
Helical antennas were more effective compare to usual
vertical telescopic antennas thereof the helical antenna
begin to be the only one type that is used in CB hand held
radio and as well in VHF/UHF hand held radio. VHF/UHF
hand held radio now used not only by radio amateurs but
by military and for commercial radio communication.

The length of standard VHF helical antenna is near
5- 15- cm. The antenna has resonance on 145-MHz
band, or wavelength 2- meter. So shortening Factor
of the antenna is near 3- to 10.
MW and LW helical antennas of old broadcasting
radio stations and the NikolaTesla helical antenna
had almost the same shortening factor. So, we can
say that for over a hundred years, shortened helical
antennas have been used to work on the Air.
Reasons for the Small Number of Publications
on Helical Shortened Antennas
Take to consideration of the numbers of hand held
radio in the world it possible to say that the helical
antennas are most widely used for radio
communication one. Helical antennas as well used
in old wireless phone system, in WI-FI routers, in
old cell phones…

The length of standard CB helical antenna (for 27-MHz
Band) is near 15- 50- cm. The antenna has resonance on
27-MHz band, or wavelength 11- meter. So shortening
factor of the antenna is near 5- to 18.
www.antentop.org
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Figure 3 View of the Typical Hand Held Radio and Design of the Helical Antenna
But why, then, there are very little publication on helical
antenna? Why are there no clear formulas for calculating
shortened helical antennas? In practice, it is occurred
that the shortened helical antennas, despite their
seemingly simple form, are very ambiguous in the
calculations and in the theory of operation. Probably this
is the reason why it is hard to find articles devoted to the
theoretical analysis of the operation of helical shortened
antennas.

Another reason that limits the number of
publications about shortened helical antennas is
that it is not possible accurately simulate a real
shortened helical antenna of short waves using
modern available antenna simulating software.
This is due to some limitations inherent in these
programs. Some old special software made by
enthusiast (see References 1) as well has serious
limitations.

www.antentop.org
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Practical Modeling of Shortened Helical Antennas

Several helical antennas were made on form made
from empty plastic water bottles that was connected
together. I have been used empty water bottles in
0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2 liter volume.

So, it was only one way for me to understand how the
shortened helical antenna works. It is practical way. It is
possible (at first) to make series of shortened helical
antennas, measure (at second) their parameters and base
on the measurements made appropriate conclusions. This
way seems to me a very simple one and I decided to do so.
Well, to make the first, to make row of helical antennas is
not a problem. But the second- do adequately measure of
the parameters of the helical antennas, and on the basis do
conclusions that help to make simulation of the antennas…
it is not the simple task. For adequately measurements
there are need lots costly equipment and antenna polygon. I
have not these ones but I was enthusiastic and anyway I
decided to try do it.
In my experimenters I tried more the 30 different shortened
helical antennas, home brew and commercial made ones. I
cannot insist that my measurements were perfect but the
measurements allow me do some conclusion (that was
confirmed on my practice) on design to the helical
antennas. It possible to say, that the conclusions are
enough for making helical antennas in ham practice. Try it
or not to believe me!
Details of Design on my Experimental Shortened Helical
Antennas
I made experiments with shortened helical antennas that
were designed to HF bands. I did experiments with
symmetrical helical dipole antennas and with asymmetrical vertical helical antennas.
The antennas were coiled on forms of different diameters. I
used lengthes of plastic water tubes (I have tubes with
different standard diameter), fiberglass ski poles in 16
millimeter diameter, nylon rope in 10 millimeters diameter.

For winding of the helical antennas I used various
copper wires with diameter from 0.3 to 3.0millimeters. Wires up to 1.5 mm in diameter have
enamel insulation. Wires from 1.0 to 3.0 mm in
diameter has different- enamel and plastic insulation.
I used to different electrical wires that I could got.
Spiral for helical antenna was wound evenly over the
form.
At design of the antenna the pitch (distance between
the turns) was not less the diameter of the used wire.
I experimented with old rubberized hose from very
old vacuum cleaner (made in the USSR) “Chaika”.
Metal helix was inside of the hose. The metal helix
was tested by me as a HF helical antenna.
Conditions of the Experiments
Symmetrical helical dipole antennas were located
horizontally at a height of not more than 3.5 meters
above the concrete roof of a nine-story building.
Experimental vertical helical antennas were installed
above the metal rail of the balcony of the 6th floor of
a 9-storey building. Metal rail of the balcony was
used as the ground of the vertical helical antenna.
Some of vertical helical antennas were tested on the
roof of a 9-story building. The lower end of the
antennas was at 1 to 1.5 meter above the roof. For
ground of the vertical antenna it was used several
wires counterpoises.

Picture 7 Old Vacuum Cleaner (made in the USSR) “Chaika” with the Hose
www.antentop.org
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Measurement of the Input Impedance of Helical
Antenna with an RF Bridge

RF generator was connected to the RF -bridge
through a short length of a coaxial cable near 30 cm
(1 foot) long. Several ferrite rings were installed on
the both ends of the coaxial cable. RF generator
was powered up by internal batteries. At the time I
have not my lovely MFJ- 259. RF -bridge and RF
generator were homemade ones. Reference 5
shows schematic of the RF -bridge. Reference 6
shows schematic of the RF generator.

Input impedance of the helical antenna was measured
directly at antenna terminals. Figure 4 shows the method
of measuring the impedance of a dipole helical antenna.
Figure 5 shows the method of measuring the impedance
of a vertical helical antenna.
RF -bridge was connected to the antenna by short thick
wires with length of not more than 10 centimeters.

Figure 4 Method of Measuring the Impedance of a Dipole Helical Antenna

Figure 5 Method of Measuring the Impedance of a Vertical Helical Antenna
www.antentop.org
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Measurement of the Resonance Frequency of Helical
Antenna with GDO

The helical antenna was coupled with GDO with 1 to
3 turns (it was found best coupling by experiment) of
stranded wire. Distance between the coil and the
GDO coil was minimal for the GDO could fix the
resonance frequency.

Figure 6 shows the method of measuring the resonance
frequency of a dipole helical antenna. Figure 7 shows the
method of measuring the resonance frequency of a vertical
helical antenna.

Figure 6 Method of Measuring the Resonance Frequency of a Dipole Helical Antenna

Figure 7 Method of Measuring the Resonance Frequency of a Vertical Helical Antenna
www.antentop.org
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At the experiments I used several homemade GDO.
Reference 7 shows several schematic of the GDO that
may be used to find the resonance frequency of the helical
antenna. Some of them were repeated by me. As well I
used a commercial made GDO that was made in the
USSR. The GDO brand name was very simple- GDO. It
was made for amateurs in a military plant…. The GDO
was really good.
Later, in the article you will found sentence: When the
helical antenna is tuned to the resonance frequency it
should be measured the antenna input impedance.
Modern amateurs who tune the antenna with modern
devices like MFJ, VNA and RigExpert cannot understand
the words, because the devices already show the input
impedance. But in the far dark times I tune the antenna to
the resonance with GDO- the reason was very simple and
pure: the GDO was light in weight, reliable, and shows the
resonance frequency of the antenna in a wide range. That
is all what I need. Only when antenna was tuned to the
resonance I did measurement the input impedance with
RF- Bridge plus feeding the Bridge RF- Generator… A
little bulky equipment… However, now the life is significant
easy.

Picture 8 Soviet GDO- Simple GDO

Picture 9 GDO in the Box with Coils and Power Supply
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Resonance Frequency of a Shortened Helical Antenna

For example, to create a helical antenna for 20 meter
band you need wound a helix contained 10 meters of
wire. Vertical helical antenna will contain 10 meter
wire in the helix and proper grounding. Dipole helical
antenna will contain helix with 10 meter wire in each
of the parts of the dipole.

The main question for design of a shortened helical antenna
is: What the length of wire should be in the helix that the
antenna has resonance in the desired frequency.
My experimenters gave me very simple answer on the
question that could be applied to helical antennas with even
winding both as for dipole either for vertical ones. The rule
gives 10 percent accuracy.
The shortened helical antenna of the HF range with
Shortening Factor of more than 2 and less than 10 has
the first resonance at the wavelength in twice less the
length compare to the length of the wire used to the
helix, if the diameter of the form of the helix is at least 1
centimeter and does not exceed 10 centimeters.
As you can see, it is simple to find the resonance frequency
of a shortened helical antenna. If you have old helical
antenna from CB radio and do disassembling the antenna
and do measuring the length of the wire in the antenna, you
find that the length is near 5 meters. The wavelength of the
27- MHz CB- Band is 11 meter.
Note: If you have disassembled helical antennas from VHF
and UHF devices you may get another length of the wirebut it is only if the antenna works not at the fundamental first
harmonic. Some of the antennas of the VHF and UHF
devices works on the second or third harmonic or were
designed as not lambda/4 antennas- but like lambda/2 or
something else. I did not experimented with such
antennas… The experimenters are still ahead.

To create antenna for 40 meter band you need
wound helix contained 20 meters of wire. Vertical
helical antenna will contain 20 meter wire in the helix
and proper grounding. Dipole helical antenna will
contain helix with 20 meter wire in each part of the
dipole.
So, it is very simple design and lots room for
experimenters.
Input Impedance of a Shortened Helical Antenna
After practical measurement of the input impedance
of my experimental helical antennas, I made a plot of
Antenna Input Impedance Vs Antenna Shortened
Factor. Figure 8 shows the plot. The plot was made
for antennas operating in 7- 28 MHz range and
coiled on the form in diameter of 2 to 10 cm. Helix
has even winding. For the antennas it was used wire
more the 0.5- mm in diameter. Of course, it is not
strict plot, and it was created in my home laboratory
and cannot be perfect. And it was created for my
solutions. However, it is explain some of the
behavior of the shortened helical antennas.

Figure 8 Antenna Input Impedance Vs Antenna Shortened Factor
www.antentop.org
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Helical antennas with shortened factor more the 10 has
unpredictable behavior so it is impossible to make simple
plot for such antennas.

So helical antenna with high shortened factor will
require lots free space nearby otherwise the
antenna will heat the subjects that placed near the
helical antenna and the RF losses should be
present.

As you can see from the Figure 8 for feeding helical
antennas it is possible use 50 – Ohm coaxial cable.
However for best match of the helical antenna with
transmitter this cable should have electrical length
multiplied to half of the resonance wavelength. Some of
the simulation antenna program shows the very low input
impedance of the short helical antenna. However in my
practical measurements I have seen the input impedance
in the border of the 30- 60 Ohms (not in the 3- 10 Ohms
like the program predicted). I do not argue why it is, bad
grounding, losses around or something else… In antenna
practice it means that in most of cases you may feed the
helical antenna through usual 50- Ohm coaxial cable, is
not it?
In some cases, the vertical helical antennas initially had
input impedance greater than that shown in the plot from
Figure 8. Tuning the antenna ground to resonance by
length of the counterpoises lowered the input impedance
of vertical helical antenna.
To reduce influence of coaxial cable connected to
shortened helical antenna to parameters of the antenna an
RF choke should be installed at the end of the coaxial
cable near the antenna feeding terminals. It is may be
near 10 ferrite rings installed on the coaxial cable. RF
choke made as inductor from coils of coaxial cable as well
good choice. Diameter of the coils may be 10- 20- cm and
the inductor may contain 5- 20 turns.
To increase the efficiency of the helical antenna it is
necessary to use wire of the largest possible diameter for
the helix, and the diameter of the helix should be the
maximum possible for the practical implementation of the
antenna. The form of the helix should have low dielectric
losses. It is desirable to use even winding of the helix.

It is possible easy verified. Just hook- up helical
antenna with shortened factor more the 10 to
transmitter that provide power more the 50- W. If
coaxial cable going to the antenna has ferrite rings
at the antenna terminals that the ring will be warm
through some times.
However the ferrite rings are warm not due the
reflected wave on the outer side of the braid. The
reactive field near the short helical antenna heat the
ferrite rings. Just place the ring near the antenna
and the ring (as well as any RF absorption stuff) will
be warm.
For that reason the ferrite rings should not be used
for RF choke with helical antenna with shortened
factor more the 5. Usual inductor on 5-20 coils
made of the coaxial cable feeding the antenna
would be good replacement of the choke with ferrite
rings on the coaxial cable.
I did measurement of Q of rows of my experimented
helical antennas. The antennas were operated at 728- MHz. The antennas had form in diameter 2- 10
cm. Antennas had even winding of the helix.
Antennas that were wound on form in 2-5 cm there
were wound with wire in diameter of 0.5- mm and
more. Antennas that were wound on form in 5- 10
cm there were wound with wire in diameter of 1.0mm and more. Q factor of the antenna was found
as follow:
Q=F1/F2.
Where:

Q Factor of Helical Antenna
Important parameter of helical antenna is the quality (Q)
factor. Knowing the Q of the antenna allows approximate
the bandwidth and place where the antenna should be
installed. The higher the Q of the antenna is the narrower
the antenna bandwidth is and the reactive field has high
intensity near the antenna during the operation on
transmitting. Any subject with RF losses that sitting near
the helical antenna will absorb the RF energy when the
antenna will transmit. Helical antenna with high shortened
factor has narrow bandwidth thereof high Q.

www.antentop.org

Q is the quality factor of the antenna;
F1 is the resonance frequency of the antenna;
F2 is the antenna bandwidth.
F1, resonance frequency of the antenna, I defined
as frequency of the first resonance where SWR of
the antenna has minimum value. I used to my
home-made RF bridge to measure the resistance of
the antenna. The RF -bridge does not show
reactance, it shows that sum of the active
resistance plus reactance. F2, bandwidth of the
antenna I also defined with help of the home- made
RF -bridge.
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I took the bandwidth as sum two frequencies one lower
another high the resonance frequency where input
impedance of the antenna changed twice. Figure 9 shows
the way to find the bandwidth. Of course, maybe such
assuming not strictly right but for my home – brew
measuring equipment it is the solution. Take attention that
the plot is asymmetrical. As usual the bandwidth of the
antenna is a little wider to the side of the high frequencies.

Figure 10 shows Q of the experimental helical
antennas. The plot shows Q for helical antennas with
shortened factor from 2 to 10. Helical antennas with
high shortened factor are very difficult to analyze
because the behavior depends on the nearest
objects, on the dielectric form and so on.

Figure 9 Way to Find the Bandwidth

Figure 10 Q of the Experimental Helical Antennas Vs Shortened Factor
www.antentop.org
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The plots from Figure 10 may be applied for both dipole
and vertical helical antennas. However vertical helical
antennas have lots unpredictable results in the Q factor. It
is depends on the antenna ground. When the vertical
helical antenna has good grounding system it could be
expected that the Q would be close to shown on the
Figure 10. If the vertical antenna has poor grounding
system and losses objects nearby the antenna would have
Q lower the shown on Figure 10.

Unfortunately, it was not successful. The behavior
of these antennas is very unpredictable.
Parameters of the capacitive top loading helical
antenna is very depends on quality of the grounding
and the structure of the top loading. However I may
do some recommendation to the design of the
capacitive top loading helical antennas.

Figure 8 and Figure 10 could suppose that optimal
shortened helical antenna should shortened factor from 5
to 8. Helical antenna with shortened factor from 5 to 8 still
needs lots place for installing and antenna with higher
shortened factor (more the 8) is very critical to free space
near the antenna.
Capacitive Top Loading at Shortened Helical antennas

Radio-amateurs may find descriptions of shortened helical
antennas with the length of the wire in the helix less the
lambda/2 and sometimes close to lambda/4. However, it is
usually applied to capacitive top loading vertical helical
antennas. Addition of the capacitive load at the top of the
helical antenna allows reduce the antenna resonance
frequency (compare to this one without top load) by almost
in twice times. Figure 11 shows design of a vertical
capacitive top loading shortened helical antenna. Just
take attention that the helical antenna Tesla (Picture 6)
and shortened helical antenna of old broadcasting radio
station (Figure 2) – both of them are capacitive top
loading helical antennas.
I did research to find plots for determining the parameters
of the capacitive top loading helical antennas.

The length of the wire forming the helix may be
equal (but not less) to the lambda/4. To the
resonance frequency the antenna is tuned with the
help of the wires in the Top Loading. Resonance
frequency depends on structure of the Top- loadingthe dimension of the umbrella, quantity of the wires
in the umbrella and placing the umbrella relative to
the helix.
The input impedance of the capacitive top loading
helical antenna usually is less (up to two times)
compare to usual helical antenna having the same
height. It makes such antennas more complicated in
the matching with feeding coaxial cable. As usual it
should be some matching circuit between the
feeding terminals of the antenna and the feeding
coaxial cable.
The Q factor of a capacitive top loading helical
antenna usually is less (up to two times) compare to
usual helical antenna having the same height.
Therefore, the bandwidth of a capacitive top loading
helical antenna is greater than the bandwidth of
helical antenna having the same height. Top
loading helical antenna is not so critical to ambient
subject as usual helical antenna having the same
height.

Figure 11 Design of a Capacitive Top Loading Shortened Helical Antenna
www.antentop.org
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The optimal shortening factor for capacitive top loading
helical is from 2 to 5. With larger shortening factor the top
loading helical antenna is critical to tuning to resonance.

Helical shortened antennas with small pitch in
the helix.

Umbrella of the helical antenna should have at least 3
wires. The optimal wires may have length near half of the
height of the helix. The wires may be placed at 90 to 45
degree to the helix.
Umbrella consisting from two wires going into appositive
direction as well works. Length of the wires may be more
the height of the helix.
And remember that capacitive top loading helical antennas
are capricious in tuning and operation compare to helical
antennas without capacitive top loading. Always install RF
choke at the feeding terminals of the antenna.
Harmonic Frequencies of the Helical Antennas
When I did measuring the resonance frequencies of the
shortened helical antennas I found that the antennas, as
well as the linear wire antennas, have resonances at high
harmonic frequencies. Most of the tested antennas have
second and third frequencies for harmonic resonance.
Some antennas have ever fourth frequency of the harmonic
resonance. As a rule, capacitive top loading helical
antennas do not have clear frequencies for harmonic
resonance at all or the harmonic frequencies are hard to
predict. So we stopped by only to harmonic frequencies of
the usual shortened helical antennas.
In linear wires antennas their harmonic frequencies are
practically multiples of the main resonance frequency. It is
not so in the shortened helical antennas. During my
experiments I found a simple law that explains how it is
possible found the higher harmonics.
As a rule, the second harmonic of the shortened helical
antenna is at frequency that is slightly higher than the
doubled frequency of the first resonance of the
antenna. For example, if the antenna has the primary
resonance at frequency 7.00 MHz, the second resonance of
the antenna should be detected at frequency of
approximately 14.50 MHz.
However, some types of the helical shortened antennas
may have significant difference in the second resonance
frequency.

Helical shortened antennas wound by thin wire
with diameter less the 0.3- mm.
Helical shortened antennas wound on the form
with high dielectric permeability.
Shortened helical antennas wound on the form
with small diameter- less the 16- mm.
If the shortened helical antenna is wound by
thick wire (with diameter of more than 1- mm) on
hollow dielectric form of large diameter (for
example, on form made of empty plastic bottles),
and has a small shortening factor (for example,
equal to 2 - 4), then the frequency of the second
resonance of the antenna will have minimum
deviation from the doubled frequency of the first
resonance. For example, if the antenna has the first
resonance at a frequency of 7.00 MHz, then the
second resonance of the antenna may be found at
approximately frequency 14.150 MHz.

Typically, the third harmonic of the shortened
helical antenna may be detected at frequency
slightly higher than the sum of the frequency of
the first resonance of the antenna and the
frequency of the second resonance of the
antenna. For example, if the antenna has a main
resonance at a frequency of 7.00 MHz, and the
second resonance is at frequency 14.500 MHz, then
the third resonance of the antenna may be detected
at frequency of 23.0 MHz.
The significant difference in the frequency of the third
resonance from the sum of the frequencies of the
main and second resonance of the antenna is
observed in the following types and designs of the
shortened helical antennas:
Helical shortened antennas with shortened factor
more the 10.
Helical shortened antennas with small pitch in
the helix.

It is:

Helical shortened antennas wound by thin wire
with diameter less the 0.3- mm.

Helical shortened antennas with shortened factor more
the 10.

Helical shortened antennas wound on the form
with high dielectric permeability.
Shortened helical antennas wound on the form
with small diameter- less the 16- mm.
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For the resonance frequency of the fourth harmonic of the
shortened helical antenna I cannot find clear rule for the
resonance. I only found roughly rule:

The Q factor of the shortened helical antenna at
the frequencies of the second and third
harmonics of the antenna, as a rule, is slightly
higher than the Q factor at the fundamental
resonance frequency of the antenna. The Q
factor of the antenna at the fourth harmonic
frequency, as a rule, does not exceed the quality
factor at the fundamental resonance frequency
of the antenna.

The fourth resonance harmonic frequency may be
either slightly lower or significantly higher than the
frequency of the first resonance multiplied by four.
For example, if the shortened helical antenna has the
main resonance at a frequency of 7.00 MHz, then the
fourth harmonic resonance may be at frequency of 27
MHz, that is, slightly lower than the frequency of 28 MHz,
or at frequencies above 32 MHz.
Some types of helical shortened antennas may not show
the third and fourth resonances:
Helical shortened antennas with shortened factor
more the 10.
Helical shortened antennas with small pitch in the
helix.
Helical shortened antennas wound by thin wire with
diameter less the 0.3- mm.
Helical shortened antennas wound on the form with
high dielectric permeability.
Shortened helical antennas wound on the form with
small diameter- less the 16- mm.
The input impedance at the frequencies of the second
and third harmonic of the shortened helical antenna is
usually slightly higher than the input impedance at the
fundamental resonance frequency of the antenna. The
input impedance at the fourth harmonic frequency
may differ in any direction from the input impedance
at the main resonance frequency of the antenna.
For example, if the shortened helical antenna has input
impedance of 40 Ohms at the frequency of the main
resonance of 7.00 MHz, then it is possible assume that at
the frequency of the second (14.500 MHz) and third (23
MHz) the input impedance of this antenna will be
approximately 50 ohms.
However, if this antenna has a fourth resonance, then we
cannot say anything about the input impedance of the
antenna. It may be either higher or lower than 40 ohms.
Only a practical measurement of the input impedance of
the antenna will help us know its true value at the
frequency of the fourth resonance.

For example, if the shortened helical antenna has Q
factor equal to 30 at the fundamental resonance
frequency of 7.00 MHz, then we may suppose that
at the second resonance harmonic frequency
(14.500 MHz) and at the third resonance harmonic
frequency (23 MHz) the Q factor of the antenna
would be approximately 40.
If this antenna has the fourth resonance, then we
may suppose that there Q factor of the antenna
would not exceed 30.
Operation of the Helical Antennas to Receiving
and Transmitting
To test the efficiency of the shortened helical
antenna in reception mode I did A-B test of the
antennas compare to 41- meter long wire. At the
test the control receiver was tested with the long
wire and then with the shortened helical antenna.
Test was made on HF ranges.
Both antennas connected to the receiver without
any matching devices. I used several different
receivers: old military tube R311 receiver (USSR),
old military tube US-9 receiver (USSR), old military
tube transceiver R-105 (USSR), R-108 (USSR), R109 (USSR), broadcast semiconductor receiver
ISHIM- 003 (USSR), and semiconductor
transceiver K- 116 (made in Ukraine).
It was found that the shortened helical antenna
provides good reception at the first resonant
frequency and at harmonic frequencies, if any are
present. At these frequencies it was like bursts in
reception of radio stations.
Top loading helical antennas worked very well at
their fundamental resonant frequency, but provide
weak reception at the harmonic frequencies. In the
frequency range between the harmonics
frequencies the shortened helical antenna provided
weak reception compare to long wire antenna in 41
meter length.
It was found that the reception is going to bad with
increasing frequency compare to the fundamental
resonance frequency of the helical antenna.

www.antentop.org
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Picture 10 Receiver R- 311

Picture 11 Receiver US-9

Picture 12 Receiver ISHIM- 003
www.antentop.org
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For example, if the shortened helical antenna has 7 MHz
resonance frequency, then it provides good reception at
this frequency - 7 MHz, and additional at the second
harmonic frequency in 14.5 MHz, and at the third
harmonic frequency in 23 MHz. The antenna provides
satisfactory reception below 7 MHz and in the ranges lying
between the main resonance frequency in 7 MHz and the
second harmonic frequency in 14.5 MHz. In the frequency
range between the second harmonic in 14.5 MHz and the
third harmonic in 23 MHz, the reception is already not
satisfactory. Antenna, on the reception above the third
harmonic in 23-MHz, works not satisfactory. At the fourth
harmonic frequency in 32 MHz the helical antenna works
on reception very bad.

At testing of the helical antennas on TX it was got
the same results. After the final testing the
shortening helical antennas on RX and TX I did the
conclusions:

It was tested shortened helical antennas on reception with
ATU. It was used ATU described in the Reference 8.
Figure 12 shows ATU with vertical helical antenna.
However, I experimented with dipole helical antenna
connected to the ATU as well. It was found that ATU does
not dramatically change the operation of the antenna on
the reception. Of course, the reception was improved
especially on the frequency range between the resonance
frequencies of the helical antenna. But the improving was
not so much.

Shortened helical antenna could provide effective
operation on the fundamental resonance frequency.
Shortened helical antenna could provide
satisfactory operation on the second and
sometimes on the third harmonic frequency. The
shortened helical antenna cannot provide
satisfactory operation on the fourth harmonic
frequency.
ATU could improve operation of the shortened
helical antenna on the frequencies below the main
resonance frequency of the antenna. ATU could
improve operation of the shortened helical antenna
on the frequencies in range between the main
resonance frequency and the second and third
harmonic frequencies.

Figure 12 ATU with Vertical Helical Antenna
www.antentop.org
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Shortened helical antenna cannot provide satisfactory
operation above the third harmonic frequency.

Example of Calculating a Shortened Helical
Antenna for the 40 meter Band

Shortened helical antenna that has not harmonic
frequencies could work effective only at the resonance
frequency. Operation of the antenna on the ranges below or
higher the resonance frequency would be unsatisfactory.

Let’s calculate shortened helical antenna for the 40
meter band. Figure 13 shows vertical shortened
helical antenna for the 40 meter band. Figure 14
shows dipole shortened helical antenna for the 40
meter band. Lambda for the 7.05 MHz is equal to
41.5 meter. To make the vertical helical antenna for
the 40 meter band it required length of wire in 21
meter to wound on dielectric form in any diameter
from 10mm to 10-cm.

Capacitive top loading shortened helical antenna could
provide effective operation or (if any presents) at the
fundamental resonance frequency either at the second and
third harmonic frequency. The antenna has poor operation
on the ranges between the resonance frequencies.
In the conclusion I would like add that some ham VHF/UHF
transceiver for 144/430- MHz has one helical antenna that
work at 144- MHz and on the 433- MHz band. The 433 MHz
is third harmonic frequency for the antenna with
fundamental resonance frequency 144- MHz.

However, practice shows that the length of the wire
should be a bit longer than the required lambda/2.
Longer length allows tune the antenna to the
resonance frequency by cutting the wire by small
pieces. Dipole helical antenna for the 40 meter band
will contain two such helixes in the length.

Figure 13 Vertical Shortened Helical Antenna for the 40 meter Band

Figure 14 Dipole Shortened Helical Antenna for the 40 meter Band
www.antentop.org
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Vertical helical antenna required good RF grounding. It
may be metal roof, metal rail or artificial grounding made
with counterpoises. Three counterpoises with length of
lambda/4 will provide excellent ground for the helical
antenna.

Fine tuning make the antenna resonance
frequency matched with what we needed. The
tuning may be done by changing the pitch in the
parts of the helix. Such tuning may be applied for
shortened helical antenna with high distance pitch.
If the resonance frequency of the antenna is lower
the needed so parts of the turns of helix should be
moved to open end(s) of the antenna. Figure 15
shows the tuning. If the resonance frequency of the
antenna is higher the needed parts of the turns of
the helix should be moved to feeding terminals of
the antenna. Figure 16 shows the tuning. The new
pitch of the helical antenna and places for the pitch
is experimented to find.

It should be taken measure both for vertical and for dipole
helical antenna for elimination of the influence of the outer
braid of the feeding coaxial cable. So RF choke should be
installed at the feeding terminals. It may be 10- 20 ferrite
rings on the coaxial or just 5- 20 turns of the coaxial cable.
Diameter of turns may be 10- 20- cm. RF choke especially
is needed for helical antennas with high (more the 5)
shortened factor.
When helical antenna is made we need tune the antenna
to the resonance frequency at the operation band.
Tuning the Helical Antenna for the 40 meter Band
When a shortened helical antenna is ready and installed at
the operation place the antenna should be tuned to the
resonance frequency. At first we need find out what the
resonance the antenna has. The resonance frequency
may be found with GDO or RF- Bridge. Figure 6 and 7 are
illustrated the method.
If the resonance frequency is significant differ from the
desired- up to 10 percent, the antenna is tuned by
changing the length of the wire in the helix. If the
resonance frequency is lower, the length of the wire
should be decreased, if the resonance frequency is higher,
the length of the wire in helix should be increased. The
experiment will show what the length should be changed
to find resonance on the desired frequency. It is initial
tuning the antenna. The resonance frequency after that
tuning may differ from the desired one up to 1- 2 percent.

When the helical antenna is tuned to the resonance
frequency it should be measured the antenna input
impedance. RF-bridge, MFJ-259 or any other
device may do the job. If the input impedance is
different at least to 20 percent from the wave
impedance of the feeding coaxial cable it should be
installed simple L- matching device between the
antenna terminals and the feeding coaxial cable.
Good choice if the electrical length of the coaxial
cable is multiplied by lambda/2. Then it should be
measured antenna resonance frequency at the end
of the coaxial cable. Most common method is by
measuring the SWR at the coaxial. In some cases
helical antenna (or simple L- matching device
between the antenna terminals and coaxial cable)
may need some additional tuning. Free program
MMANA (References 9) has option for theoretical
calculation of the L- matching circuit based on
measurement of antenna input impedance and
impedance on the end of the feeding coaxial cable.
Be truth I always use practical adjustments…

Figure 15 Tuning Helical Antenna Having Resonance Frequency Lower the Needed
www.antentop.org
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Figure 16 Tuning Helical Antenna Having Resonance Frequency Higher the Needed
Practical Installation of a Shortened Helical Antenna
After reading the above parts of the article anyone may
decide that there is nothing complicated to make a
shortened helical antenna. It is really so. At the next part of
the article I give some advices on installation of the helical
antenna in the limited environment- on the window, balcony
and the wall of the house.
First at all it needs to find place for installation of the helical
antenna.

Place for Installation of the Shortened Helical Antenna
Any antenna likes free space. So we need find a free space
for the shortened helical antenna. In the house that is made
of concrete such places are windows and balcony.

The balcony usually gives a lot of opportunities for
installing of the helical antenna. Depending on the
dimension of the balcony and the things sitting inside
of the balcony it is possible to install a helical
antenna with rather big sizes.
However it is cannot be the same about window. In
the window opening it is possible to install three
limited design of the helical antenna. It is vertical
installation (that is shown on Figure 17), horizontal
installation (that is shown on Figure 18), and the
diagonal installation (that is shown on Figure 19).
The best option for installation of the helical antenna
at a concrete building is the open outside wall of the
building. In this case it would be lots free space
around the helical antenna. Best solution is to move
the helical antenna as far as possible from the wall
with wooden or metal mast. It is desirable that the
length of the mast would be not less than the length
of the helical antenna.

Figure 17 Vertical Installation of the Helical Antenna in the Window Opening
www.antentop.org
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Figure 18 Horizontal Installation of the Helical Antenna in the Window Opening

Figure 19 Diagonal Installation of the Helical Antenna in the Window Opening
Building that is made of radio-transparent stuff has much
more possibilities for installing of the helical antenna. The
antenna may be installed almost anywhere in the house.
For example, at the attic, at the ceiling of the room, may
be located on the wall of the building. However before
installation of the helical antenna the place should be
checked on the absences of the electrical wires, metal
pipes and any stuff that may absorb the RF energy.
When the place for installation of the helical antenna is
found it should go to the second stage- to determinate
sizes and design of the helical antenna.
Design of the Helical Shortened Antenna
As usual at the window opening it is possible install helical
antenna with length in 1- 2 meter. Balcony allows increase
the length to 2- 3.5 meter. Attic and ceiling may give the
increasing in the length of the antenna up to 5 meter.
When the length for the helical antenna that may be
installed is found then think about of the band where the
antenna will be operated. Remember that as usual it is
one band antenna.
www.antentop.org

At first try do not use the helical antenna with high
Shortened Factor- more the 10. If it is possible, try
use dipole helical antenna. Of course dipole helical
antenna required more space compare to
asymmetrical vertical antenna but it is compensated
stable operation of the antenna. Asymmetrical –
vertical helical antenna required good grounding
that sometimes it is not possible to provide. Some
grounding may influence to parameters of the
vertical helical antenna. Device Artificial Ground
very often helps improve the parameters of the
grounding system. References 9 provides design of
the device.

When the helical antenna is tuned to the
resonance frequency it should be measured the
antenna input impedance. RF- bridge, MFJ-259 or
anyone other device may do the job.
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If the input impedance is different at least to 20 percent from
the wave impedance of the feeding coaxial cable it should
be installed simple L- matching device between the antenna
terminals and coaxial cable. Good choice if the electrical
length of the coaxial cable is multiplied by lambda/2.

Figure 21 shows installation of the asymmetrical
horizontal helical antenna at the window with sizes
140 x 210- cm. Figure 22 shows installation of the
asymmetrical diagonal helical antenna at the window
with sizes 140 x 210- cm.

Then it should be measured antenna resonance frequency
at the end of the coaxial cable. Most common method is by
measuring the SWR at the coaxial. In some cases helical
antenna (or simple L- matching device between the antenna
terminals and coaxial cable) may need some additional
tuning. Free program MMANA (References 10) has option
for calculation of the L- matching circuit.

Distance between the top of the asymmetrical helical
antenna and the side of the window frame should be
at least 10- 15- cm. In this case the influence of the
window frame and the concrete building environment
to the top of the helical antenna would be
insignificant. Feeding terminals of the helical antenna
may be placed near sill (Figure 20, 22) or near
window frame (Figure 21). RF choke should be
installed on the coaxial cable near feeding terminals.
It may be 10- 20 ferrite rings on the coaxial or just 520 turns of the coaxial cable. Diameter of turns may
be 10- 20- cm. RF choke especially is needed for
helical antennas with high (more the 5) shortened
factor. Try use coaxial cable with electrical length
multiplied to lambda/2.

Below it is examples of the practical installation of helical
antennas in different conditions.
Practical installation of the Asymmetrical Helical
Antenna in the Window
Very often in concrete house the window is only one place
where the helical antenna may be installed. For example
let’s take a look for installation of the asymmetrical helical
antenna at the window with sizes 140 x 210- cm. Figure 20
shows installation of the asymmetrical vertical helical
antenna at the window with sizes 140 x 210- cm.

The ground system of an asymmetrical shortened
helical antenna is important part for proper work of
the antenna. Just follow recommendation below to
make the effective one.

Figure 20 Installation of the Asymmetrical Vertical Helical Antenna at the Window with Sizes 140 x 210- cm
www.antentop.org
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Figure 21 Installation of the Asymmetrical Horizontal Helical Antenna at the Window with Sizes 140 x 210- cm

Figure 22 Installation of the Asymmetrical Diagonal Helical Antenna at the Window with Sizes 140 x 210- cm
www.antentop.org
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Do not use house equipment- metal heating and water
pipes for grounding system of the antenna. It will cause RFI
to different houses electronic equipment and bring noise to
the receiver connected with the helical antenna.

If the input impedance is different at least to 20
percent from the wave impedance of the feeding
coaxial cable it should be installed simple Lmatching device between the antenna terminals and
the coaxial cable. Good choice if the electrical length
of the coaxial cable is multiplied by lambda/2. Then
it should be measured antenna resonance frequency
at the end of the coaxial cable. Most common
method is by measuring the SWR at the coaxial. In
some cases the helical antenna (or simple Lmatching device between the antenna terminals and
coaxial cable) may be need some additional tuning.
Free program MMANA (References 10) has option
for calculation of the L- matching circuit.

For the ground system of the window helical antenna use 23 counterpoises with length equal to lambda/4 for the each
operating band of the antenna. The counterpoises must
have strong plastic insulation. The ends of the
counterpoises must be insulated. Counterpoises may be
installed initially on the wall of the house and then go to into
opposite sides. Counterpoises must be hidden from access
of human and pet.
Device Artificial Ground is very welcome at the grounding
system. Thick wire (it may be length of a coaxial cable) in 25 meter length (find optimal length by experiment) should be
connected to the device. Artificial Ground allows do optimal
tuning the grounding system.
When the helical antenna is tuned to the resonance
frequency it should be measured the antenna input
impedance. RF-bridge, MFJ-259 or any other device may
do the job.Lots of the shortened asymmetrical helical
antennas that were tested by me in the window opening had
input impedance near 30- 60 Ohm, so, usual 50- Ohm
coaxial cable may be connected to the antennas without
any matching device between antenna and the coaxial
cable. The high input impedance (compare to the
theoretical one) of the shortened helical antenna installed at
the window opening could be explained by losses of the RF
energy by nearest objects and the losses in the grounding
system of the antenna.

Practical Installation of the Dipole Helical
Antenna in the Window
Dipole helical antenna may be installed in concrete
house at (in) the window. Let’s take a look for
installation of the dipole helical antenna at the
window with dimension 140 x 210- cm. Figure 23
shows vertical installation of the dipole helical
antenna at the window with dimension 140 x 210cm. Figure 24 shows horizontal installation of the
dipole helical antenna at the window with dimension
140 x 210- cm. Figure 25 shows diagonal installation
of the helical dipole antenna at the window with
dimension 140 x 210- cm.
Distance between the tops of the dipole helical
antenna and sides of the window frame should be at
least 10- 15- cm. In this case influence of the window
frame and concrete building to the top of the helical
antenna would be insignificant.

Figure 23 Vertical Installation of the Dipole Helical Antenna at the Window with Dimension 140 x 210- cm
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Figure 24 Horizontal Installation of the Dipole Helical Antenna at the Window with Dimension 140 x 210- cm

Figure 25 Diagonal Installation of the Dipole Helical Antenna at the Window with Dimension 140 x 210- cm
Coaxial cable feeding the dipole helical antenna should be
placed perpendicular to the antenna and be perpendicular
at least in the open space of the window. RF choke should
be installed on the coaxial cable near feeding terminals. It
may be 10- 20 ferrite rings on the coaxial. RF-choke made
as inductor from the coaxial cable as well may be used.
This RF choke may have 5- 20 turns of the coaxial cable.
Diameter of turns may be 10- 20- cm. The inductor RF
choke may be placed on the window sill or attached to the
wall of the house. So, the inductor RF choke may be
placed at some distance from the feeding terminals.

When the helical antenna is tuned to the resonance
frequency it should be measured the antenna input
impedance. RF- bridge, MFJ-259 or anyone other
device may do the job. Shortened dipole antennas
that were made by me in the window opening had
input impedance near 20- 40 Ohm. So, the input
impedance for the dipole helical antenna was lower
compare to the asymmetrical helical antennas
installed in the window opening. Antennas with the
low input impedance that is fed by the 50 Ohm
coaxial cable without matching device will work with
high SWR.

www.antentop.org
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To avoid a high SWR it should be installed a simple Lmatching device between the antenna terminals and the
coaxial cable. Good choice if the electrical length of the
coaxial cable is multiplied by lambda/2. Then it should be
measured antenna resonance frequency at the end of the
coaxial cable. Most common method is by measuring the
SWR at the coaxial.

Dipole diagonal helical antenna at the window with
dimension 140 x 210- cm (Figure 24) will operate in
the ranges from 5 meter (shortened factor equal 2) to
30 meter (shortened factor equal 10). The range is
included amateurs bands 6, 12, 15, 17, 20, 30 and
40 meter.

In some cases helical antenna (or simple L- matching
device between the antenna terminals and coaxial cable)
may need some additional tuning. Free program MMANA
(References 10) has option for calculation of the Lmatching circuit.
Operating Range of the Window Helical Antenna
Window helical antenna may be designed for only one
operating ham band. Let’s check possible frequencies of the
operation of the window helical antennas installed in the
concrete house at the window with dimension 140 x 210cm.
Asymmetrical vertical helical antenna at the window with
dimension 140 x 210- cm (Figure 20) has length 125- cm.
So the antenna may be done for ranges from 10 meter
(shortened factor equal 2) to 50 meter (shortened factor
equal 10). The range is included amateurs bands 10, 12,
15, 17, 20, 30 and 40 meter.
Dipole vertical helical antenna at the window with dimension
140 x 210- cm (Figure 23) will operate in the ranges from 5
meter (shortened factor equal 2) to 25 meter (shortened
factor equal 10). The range is included amateurs bands 6,
12, 15, 17 and 20 meter.
Asymmetrical horizontal helical antenna at the window with
dimension 140 x 210- cm (Figure 21) has length 195- cm.
So the antenna may be done for ranges from 15 meter
(shortened factor equal 2) to 78 meter (shortened factor
equal 10). The range is included amateurs bands 10, 12,
15, 17, 20, 30, 40 and 60 meter.
Dipole horizontal helical antenna at the window with
dimension 140 x 210- cm (Figure 24) will operate in the
ranges from 5 meter (shortened factor equal 2) to 30 meter
(shortened factor equal 10). The range is included amateurs
bands 6, 12, 15, 17, 20 and 30 meter.
Asymmetrical diagonal helical antenna at the window with
dimension 140 x 210- cm (Figure 21) has length 235- cm.
So the antenna may be done for ranges from 18 meter
(shortened Factor equal 2) to 94 meter (shortened factor
equal 10). The range is included amateurs bands 10, 12,
15, 17, 20, 30, 40, 60, and 80 meter.
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Practical Installation of Asymmetrical Helical
Antenna in House Made of Radio-Transparent
Stuff
If house is built of radio-transparent stuff the
asymmetrical helical antenna may be installed under
the ceiling, parallel to the wall of the house, or
diagonally on the ceiling or wall of the house. The
length of the helical antenna will be limited only by
the size of the room. Check the wall or ceiling on to
electrical wires and metal tubes. The electrical wires
and metal tubes (water and ventilation) may cause
serious influence to the operation of the helical
antenna.
For example, take a look to installation of an
asymmetrical helical antenna in 5 meter length
installed under the ceiling. Figure 26 shows the
antenna. Antenna with the length may be installed at
lots houses. The antenna may be designed for range
from 40 meter (shortening factor equal 2) to 200
meter (shortening factor equal 10). The range is
included amateurs bands 40, 60, 80 and 160 meter.
Ground of the ceiling helical antenna should be
made similar to the ground of the asymmetrical
window helical antenna, described in the part
Practical installation of the asymmetrical helical
antenna in the window.
When the helical antenna is tuned to the resonance
frequency it should be measured the antenna input
impedance. RF- bridge, MFJ-259 or anyone other
device may do the job. Lots of the shortened
asymmetrical helical antennas that were tested by
me in the window opening had input impedance near
30- 60 Ohm, so, usual 50- Ohm coaxial cable may
be connected to the antennas without any matching
device between antenna and the coaxial cable.
The high input impedance of the shortened helical
antenna installed in the window opening could be
explained by losses of the RF energy by nearest
objects and the losses in the ground system of the
antenna.
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Figure 26 Asymmetrical Helical Antenna Installed Under the Ceiling
If the input impedance is different at least to 20 percent
from the wave impedance of the feeding coaxial cable it
should be installed simple L- matching device between the
antenna terminals and the coaxial cable. Good choice if
the electrical length of the coaxial cable is multiplied by
lambda/2. Then it should be measured antenna
resonance frequency at the end of the coaxial cable. Most
common method is by measuring the SWR at the coaxial.
In some cases helical antenna (or simple L- matching
device between the antenna terminals and coaxial cable)
may need some additional tuning. Free program MMANA
(References 10) has option for calculation of the Lmatching circuit.
Practical Installation of Dipole Helical Antenna in
House Made of Radio- Transparent Stuff
If house is built of radio-transparent stuff the dipole helical
antenna may be installed under the ceiling, parallel to the
wall of the house, or diagonally on the ceiling or wall of the
house. The length of the dipole helical antenna will be
limited only by the size of the room. Check the wall or
ceiling on to electrical wires and metal tubes. The
electrical wires and metal tubes (water and ventilation)
may cause serious influence on the operation of the
helical antenna.
www.antentop.org

For example take a look to installation of a dipole
helical antenna in 5 meter length installed under the
ceiling. Figure 27 shows the antenna. Antenna with
the length may be installed at lots houses. The
antenna may be designed for range from 20 meter
(shortening factor equal 2) to 100 meter (Shortening
Factor equal 10). The range is included amateurs
bands 20, 30, 60 and 80 meter.
Coaxial cable feeding the antenna is going
perpendicular to the antenna as much distance as
possible. RF choke should be installed on the
coaxial cable near feeding terminals. It may be 1020 ferrite rings on the coaxial. Inductor RF- choke
as well may be used. This RF choke may have 520 turns of the coaxial cable. Diameter of turns may
be 10- 20- cm. Balance/Unbalance transformer
installed at feeding terminals of the ceiling helical
antenna as well may improve the antenna
operation.
When the helical antenna is tuned to the resonance
frequency it should be measured the antenna input
impedance. RF- bridge, MFJ-259 or anyone other
device may do the job.
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Figure 27 Dipole Helical Antenna Installed Under the Ceiling
Ceiling helical antenna may have input impedance near 3060 Ohm, so, usual 50- Ohm coaxial cable may be
connected to the antennas without any matching device
between antenna and the cable. The high input impedance
of the ceiling shortened helical antenna installed could be
explained by losses of the RF energy by nearest objects.
If the input impedance is different at least to 20 percent from
the wave impedance of the feeding coaxial cable it should
be installed simple L- matching device between the antenna
terminals and coaxial cable. Good choice if the electrical
length of the coaxial cable is multiplied by lambda/2. Then
it should be measured antenna resonance frequency at the
end of the coaxial cable. Most common method is by
measuring the SWR at the coaxial. In some cases helical
antenna (or simple L- matching device between the antenna
terminals and coaxial cable) may need some additional
tuning. Free program MMANA (References 10) has option
for calculation of the L- matching circuit.
Form of the Helical Antenna
The ideal form for the helical antenna should be lightweight,
mechanically strong, have low dielectric losses at working
frequencies, and preferably have low cost.

Form for the HF shortened helical antenna, if it is
possible, should have diameter of 5- 10- cm. Very
often plastic water tubes are used for form of the
helical antenna. The tube has almost all mentioned
above points- the tubes are lightweight, mechanically
strong, have low dielectric losses at working
frequencies, and low cost.
Helical antenna with form on the water pipe may be
installed at the place with help of synthetic rope. The
rope going inside to the pipe, knotted at the ends
and the rope fixed at the place of installation of the
helical antenna. Figure 28 shows installation of the
helical antenna with help of synthetic rope.
Shortened helical antenna with form on the water
pipe may be hang up for one point if the vertical
installation is required.
If the vertical helical antenna is small and form of the
antenna has sufficient strength it, could be mounted
on some heavy base and then, if it is required, fixed
with guys from synthetic ropes. Figure 29 shows the
vertical installation of the helical antenna.

Figure 28 shows Installation of the Helical Antenna with Help of Synthetic Rope
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Figure 29 Vertical Installation of the Helical Antenna
Form for Shortened Helical Antenna Made of Plastic
Bottles
Plastic PET bottles are widely used in the food industry.
Empty plastic bottles could be successfully used to make
form for a helical antenna. The form made from plastic
bottles is very light, cheap, has larger diameter that gives
benefit for the efficiency of the helical antenna.

Figure 30 shows how to make form from empty
bottles. Picture 13 shows preparation of the bottles
for making form for helical antenna for the 40- meter
band. Picture 14 shows experimental helical
antenna for the 40- meter band made on the form
from empty bottles. Length is 2 meter, shortened
factor is five.

Picture 13 Bottles for Making Form for Helical Antenna for the 40- meter Band
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Figure 30 How to Make Form from Empty Bottles
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First bottle is original. Second bottle has removed upper
part. The first original bottle is inserted to the second one
with removed upper part. First and second bottles are
fastened with wide scotch. Then the part inserted in the
third bottle with removed upper part and so on. It is very
desirable to tie each part of the form with a strong
synthetic rope, stretched inside the bottles. This synthetic
rope serves for installation of the antenna. The helical
antenna may hang up with the rope. I did form in 5 meter
length from these plastic bottles.
While my experiments with helical antennas I used the
bottle to make a form as a temporary experimental one
with short lifetime. However, one experimented helical
antenna with the bottle form was live during seven years.
The antenna was installed in the closed balcony and when
it was removed the antenna still was fully operated…
Operation of Helical Antenna at Open Air
Helical antenna does not like open air. It is high Q antenna
and any disturbing effect on the antenna, whether it is
mechanical or atmospheric, can lead to complete loss of
the antenna’s performance on the desired band.
Therefore, helical antenna should be protected from any
disturbing influences.
What may happen with helical antenna placed outdoor?
As result of exposure to the helical antenna of snow, rain,
low and high temperatures, the main resonance frequency
of the helical antenna may move outside the operation
range of the antenna. Snow, fog, moisture from rain that
covered the antenna may be lowered Q of the antenna
and result of it the antenna would be not operated on the
second or third harmonic and main resonant frequency
may be moved unpredictably.
Helical antennas should be protected from such
atmospheric influences. Better place the helical antenna
inside – to the attic or balcony closed by windows. If the
helical antenna should work at outdoor condition use
design of the antenna that not exposed much by the
atmospheric conditions. Follow by simple rules that placed
below.

Picture 14 Experimental Helical Antenna for the 40meter Band Made on the Form from Empty Bottles

Conclusion:
Helical antenna should have large diameter of the form.
Form should be ribbed to exclude the possibility of
collecting moisture and snow on the form. Wire for the
helical antenna should have large diameter and was
fastened to the form. Helical antenna should have minimal
possible shortened factor. Helical antennas with small
shortening factor do not so influenced compare to helical
antennas with high shortening factor.

That is it. I write of here all information on the helical
antennas that I have got in my experimenters.
Good- or not good, right- or not right… Every one
may prove it and add own practice to building of the
helical antennas. Yes, a little practice better then
big theory.
73!
Igor, VA3ZNW
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Practical Design of Shortened Helical Antennas
at www.antentop.org

UR0GT Helical Antenna for the 40- meter Band: By:
Nikolay Kudryavchenko, UR0GT
http://www.antentop.org/021/helical_ur0gt_021.htm

Directional Helical Antennas
Directional Helical Antennas: by I. Kapustin,
UA0RW
http://www.antentop.org/012/helical_012.htm
Slinky Helical Antennas
A Slinky Antenna: by: Greg Mossop, G0DUB
http://www.antentop.org/024/G0DUB_024.htm
Slinky Dipole Antenna: By: Gennadiy
Kuzmichyov, UN7FGO
http://www.antentop.org/023/UN7FGO%20_023.ht
m

UR5WCA Balcony Antenna for 7, 10 and 14 MHz: by:
Valeriy Prodanov, UR5WCA
http://www.antentop.org/009/ur5wca009.htm
The Helical Whip for RV and Mobile Use: by: J. T.
McCullough, W0BHG
http://www.antentop.org/024/W0BHG_024.htm
HF Asymmetrical Helical Antennas
Outdoor Window Mounted HF Helical Antennas: by: Igor
Grigorov, VA3ZNW
http://www.antentop.org/024/VA3ZNW_024.htm
HF Loop Helical Antennas

Indoor Helical Antenna for the 20 and 17
meters for K1: by: Igor Grigorov, VA3ZNW
http://www.antentop.org/008/hel008.htm

A Helical Loop Antenna for the 20-meters Band: By
Vladimir Kuz'min, UA9JKW
http://www.antentop.org/005/loop_005.htm

HF Helical Antennas
VHF/UHF Helical Antennas
HF Dipole Helical Antennas
Experimental Helical Antenna for the 40- meter
Band: By: Gennadiy Kuzmichyov, UN7FGO
http://www.antentop.org/023/Helical_dipole_023.ht
m

Short ‘Rubber Duck’ for VHF/UHF Hand – Held: by Igor,
UA6HJQ
http://www.antentop.org/004/rubber_duck004.htm
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